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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-four.

An Act relative to

the liability and compensation for per-

sonal INJURY, ILLNESS

AND ECONOMIC LOSS RESULTING FROM

THE RELEASE OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS IN THE ENVIRONMENT.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same as follows:
,

1
Section 1. Section 7of chapiter 21C of the general laws,
2 as amended by section 4 of chapiter 7 of the acts of 1983, is
3 hereby further amended by striking the second sentence of
4 the seventh paragraph said inserting in its place the follow-

-5

ing;

To the extent practical, such fees shall be established at a\
or rates intended to generate monies equal to the costs,
rate
7
8 inducting the costs of debt service, incurred by the common-9 wealth on account of projects to assess, contain, and remove
10 releases and threats of release of hazardous materials, and
11 the costs of claims paid by the Massachusetts Hazardous Ma-12 terials Compensation Program, less amounts recovered by
13 the Commonwealth from persons liable for such releases and
14 threats of release.

6

1
Section 2. Section 2of chapter 21E of the general laws as
2 inserted by chapter 7 of the acts of 1983 is hereby amended
3 by inserting the following new definitions;
4
“Administrator,”
the chief executive officer of the Massa-5 chusetts Hazardous Materials Compensation Program who
6 shall be appointed by the commissioner of the department of
7 public health.
“Average Weekly Wage,”
8
the average weekly earnings
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9 of workers on private payrolls within the Commonwealth os
10 determined each year and promulgated by the director of the
11 division of employment security pursuant to subsection (a)
12 of section 29 of chapter 151A.
13
any individual who presents a claim for dam“Claimant,”
-14 ages under the Hazardous Material Compensation Program.
15
“Covered Disease,” any medically verifiable chronic or pro-16 gressive disease or condition such as cancer, genetic muta-17 tions, behavioral abnormalities, physiological malfunctions
18 (including malfunctions in reproduction) and physical deform-19 ations in humans or their offspring, or death. A disease shall
20 he considered a chronic or progressive disease if it does not
21 typically manifest itself in humans within one year after in-22 itihl exposure to the particular chemical substance or mixture
23 under the circumstances in question, unless the trier of fact
24 determines that this criterion is dearly inappropriate in light
25 of the equities and in order to effectuate the purposes of sec-26 tion 5A of this chapter. In no case shall a disease be denied
27 classification as a chronic progressive disease if it manifests
28 itself in a period of time greater than that allowed undo’
29 otherwise applicable law for- filing a claim or lawsuit for dam-30 ages for such disease. In additon, any disease allegedly af-31 fecting an individual as a result of exposure to a hazardous
32 material prior to birth shall be considered a chronic or pro-

-33 gressive disease.
“Disease,”
34
any medically verifiable impairment of health
or
death
35
resulting from said verifiable impairment of health.
36
“Harmed individual,”
any individual who suffers from a
37 personal injury caused or contributed by a release of a haz-38
39
-40
41
-42

-43
44
45
46
47

ardous material.

“Manifest,”
that a disease or injury is apparent to a reasonable individual in similar circumstances and who possesses
like intelligence and sensory facilities. In the case of an incompetent individual, a disease shall not be considered manifesft before such period of incompetency ends, or if it does
not end, until it should be apparent to a reasonable individual,
charged with the care of such incompetent individual. In the
case of an individual of less than eighteen years, a disease shall
not be considered manifest before such person is eighteen
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48 years of age.
49
“Medical expenses,” —as all expenses reasonably related
50 to a disease for medical, surgical, hospital, nursling care, am-51 bulance and other related services, drugs, and medicines, and
52 rehabilitation services to reduce disability and to restore the
53 physical, psychological, social, and vocational functioning of
54 the harmed individual.
55
the Massachusetts Hazardous Materials
“Program,”
56 Compensation Program.
“Reasonable Likelihood,”
a probability that is proven to
57
58 be neither scientifically nor logically insubstantial or im-59 plausible, such that this probability will support a reasonable
60 inference.

1 Section 3. Section sof chapter 21E is hereby amended by
2 striking the word “and” before clause (iii) of paragraph (a),
3 eliminating the period at the end of that sentence, and in-4 sorting after clause (iii) the following:
5
and, (iv) to any person for personal injury damages in-

-6 curved or suffered as a result of such release or threat of
7 release.
1 Section 4. Said chapter 21E as so appearing, is hereby
2 further amended by adding after section 5 the following:
3
Section SA.
(a) Hazardous Materials Compensation Program.
4
5 There is hereby established in the Department of Public
6 Health the Massachusetts Hazardous Materials Compensation
7 Program. The program shall be administered by an admin-8 istrator, who is hereby authorized to exercise those powers
9 and duties necessary and appropriate to achieve the purposes
10 of this section, including, but not limited to:
(1) Handling claims filed against the Program;
11
12 (2) Recovering claims paid by the Program under subroga-13
tion and other provisions, in cooperation with the At-14
tomey General;
15
(3) Promulgating such regulations as he deems necessary
16
for implementation, administration and enforcement of
17
this section.
18 The commissioner of the department of public health shall

4
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19 appoint a hearing officer to hear claims filed under the Pro-20 gram.
21
(b) Claims for Personal Injury from Hazardous Material

22 Exposures.
23
Any individual who suffers from a personal injury due to an
24 exposure to a hazardous material released into the environ25 merit may file a written claim for compensation through the
26 Massachusetts Hazardous Materials Compensation Program.
27 Any individual seeking to file a claim through the program
28 must first seek satisfaction of the claim from any party or
29 parties responsible for the release of hazardous materials, pur30 suant to section s(a) of this chapter, where such parties can
31 be identified with reasonable diligence. In the event that the
32 claim remains unsatisfied for more than 60 days after its
33 presentation to said parties, the Claimant may file the daim
34 with the administrator.
(c) Liabilities of Responsible Parties for Claims Filed Un35
36 der the Program.
37
A responsible party, as defined by paragraph (a) of section
38 5 of this chapter, shall be liable for claims filed under the Pro39 gram for damages for personal injuries that exposure to a
40 hazardous material released to the environment caused, or
41 was a substantial factor in causing, including:
(1) one hundred percent of out-of-pocket medical expenses;
42
(2) one hundred percent of actual lost wages or business in43
come in lieu of wages;
44
45
(3) all reasonable burial expenses; and
(4) mental anguish, pain, and suffering of up to $lOO,OOO
46
per person injured.
47
(d) Liabilities of the Program for Claims.
48
49
If the source of the release which caused or was a sub50 stantial factor in causing the injury is unknown or cannot be
51 determined, or the responsible parties are insolvent or other52 Wise incapable off promptly compensating the harmed individ53 ual, or the responsible parties are not liable under the Pro54 gram because they meet the liability exemption of subsection
5a (e) (2) of this section, the Program shall be liable for dam56 ages caused by a covered disease or other disease which ex57 posure to a hazardous material released to the environment
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58 cause or was a substantial factor in causing, limited to:
(1) one hundred percent of uninsured, out-of-pocket medical
59
60 expenses;
61
(2) two-thirds of any uninsured actual lost wages, or busi-62 ness income in lieu of wages, not to exceed the average week-63 ly wage in the Commonwealth for up to seven years; and
64
(3) all reasonable expenses for burial; provided however
65 that the total liabilities of the Program shall not exceed a
66 sum total of two and one half million dollars for all claims
67 filed in any given year. When the total damage awards from
68 the Program in any given year exceed one and one-half million
69 dollars, any other claims filed in that year against the Program
70 shall be awarded according to distribution guidelines to be
71 promulgated in regulations by the administrator.

72
73

Such guidelines Shall seek to ensure that:
a. claims are equitably awarded;

74
b. emergency medical needs are given priority over pay-75
mertt of lost earnings;
76
c. other available income sources and hardship of claim-77
ants shall be considered.
78
The administrator may employ these guidelines from the
79 outset of a year if he estimates, based on available evidence,
80 that the two and one-half million dollar liability ceiling will
81 be reached within the year.
82
(e) Liabilities Not Covered under the Program.
(1) Neither the Program, nor responsible parties, shall be
83
84 liable under the Program for claims made tor personal in-85 juries which are the result of either long-term exposure to
86 ambient, nonlocaiized concentrations of air pollutants, or the
87 result of workplace exposures which are governed by the
88 workmen’s compensation law.
89
(2) No party otherwise responsible under section s(a) shall
be
liable to the injured party for personal injury claims under
90
91 the Program if such person can demonstrate by a preponder-92 ance of the evidence that:
93
(i) all of the person’s acts or omissions leading to the re-94 lease of the hazardous material took place prior to January
95 1970, and

96

(ii)

the release of the hazardous material and the exposure
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97 to the substance occurred solely prior to January 1970.
(f)
98
(f) Processing
Processing of
of Claims.
99
The hearing officer shall conduct a hearing within sixty days
100 of receipt of a claim by the Program. Hearings shall be con101 ducted in accordance with the provisions of chapter 36A for
102
103
104
105
106

107
108
109
110
111

an adjudicatory hearing, except that:
(1) All evidence tending to establish that the hazardous
material causes or contributes to injury Shall be admissible,
including, but not limited to, data, information and conclusions from appropriately conducted epidemiological and toxicological tests available in technical literature, and expert
testimony from those familiar with the health effects and environmental harm issues relevant to the case. Appropriate
studies include but are not limited to epidemiological studies
of case-report, cross-sectional, cohort, or case-control design,

112 and toxicological Studies using suitable animal models, tissue
113 culture, or in-vitro studies relevant to the case; and
114

Evidence of claims or actions, judgment or damage
115 awards under this section may be considered as precedent by
116 the hearing officer evaluating the validity of future claims or
117 actions under this section.
118 (3) Within 30 days after the conclusion of the hearing, the
119 Hearing Officer shall determine whether to award all, any
120 part, or none of the claim for damages to the claimant. Where
121 damages are awarded, the Hearing Officer shall set forth in
122 an Order, the terms of the award, including the amount to be
123 paid, and the timing and method of payment. This order shall
124 be enforceable in a Superior Court by the claimant.
125
(g) Rebuttable Presumption for Covered Diseases.
126
Where a claimant introduces evidence sufficient to enable
127 the hearing officer to determine:
128
(1) that such claimant suffers or has suffered from a cov-129 ered disease;
(2) that such claimant was or is exposed to a hazardous
130
131 material by proximity, contact, ingestion, inhalation, assimil-132 ation, or some other form of exposure;
133
(3) that there exists a reasonable likelihood that exposure
134 to the hazardous material in question causes or is a substan-135 tial factor in causing the type of covered disease suffered;

(2)
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136 and
137 (4) that in the event records or information on the ex-138 posure of the claimant are available to the claimant by the
139 exercise of reasonable diligence, the exposure in question was
140 or is of sufficient duration or quantity to cause the covered
141 disease, or occurred under such Circumstances that are cur-142 rently or were at the time the exposure took place, prescribed
143 or prohibited by any federal or state standard; then there shall
144 be a rebuttable presumption that the exposure to the haz-145 ardous material was a substantial factor in causing the oov-146 ered disease suffered by the Claimant.

147

This presumption imposes on the identified responsible parity
148 or the administrator the burden of rebutting the presumed
149 facts by establishing to the hearing officer by a preponder-150 ance of the evidence, that:
(1) exposure to the particular hazardous material in ques151
-152 tion was not a substantial factor in causing the covered disease
153 alleged by the individual; or
154
(2) such covered disease was caused or contributed to by
155 an act or omission of that claimant only if, and to the extent
156 that:
(a) the covered disease resulted from the reckless, willful,
157
158 or wanton misconduct of the claimant; or
159
(b) acted knowingly and voluntarily in encountering the
160 risk of that particular form of covered disease from the haz-161 ardous material. In making this determination the hearing of-162 ficer shall take the following factors into account:
(i) the amount and quality Of information communicated
163
164
to the individual concerning the specific risk involved,
including such information which expressly or implied165
ly deemphasizes such risk:
-166
167
(ii) the ability of the individual to appreciate the risk in-168
volved from such information, in light of the intelli-169
gence, understanding, Comprehension, and judgment
which the individual may be expected to possess under
170
the circumstances; and
171
(iii)
whether it is fair under the particular circumstances
172
173
to expect the claimant to act upon that information to
174
avoid or mitigate the risk of the covered disease.
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This presumption shall apply both in claims brought ad-176 mindstratively under the Program, and in subrogation actions
177 brought by the administrator to recover expenditures of the
178 Program.
179 The administrator shall develop regulations for the ap-180 plication of this presumption, including lists of covered dis181 eases, hazardous materials, and exposure levels that establish
182 the presumption, but such regulation shall not limit the cov183 ered disease and hazardous materials to which this presump184 tion applies.
185
(h) Other Limitations and Specifications Regarding Claims
186 Under the Program.
187
(1) Actual lost wages shall be calculated by the average
188 weekly wage of the harmed individual for the highest three
189 of the five years immediately preceding the onset of the dis190 ability or death. However, in the case of a harmed individual
191 who was not employed during three of the preceding five
192 years, actual lost wages shall be calculated based upon the
193 average weekly wage of the individual in the highest three
194 of the last five years during which the individual was em195 ployed, indexed on the basis of any change in the wage scale
196 of the job which the harmed individual held.
(2) Compensation in the case of the death of a harmed in197
198 dividual shall be payable to the surviving spouse until dither
199 the death of the surviving spouse, four years after the death
200 of the harmed individual, or one year after the remarriage of
201 the surviving spouse whichever occurs first, except that:

175

202
203
204
205
206

207
208

209
210
211
212
213

(i) if there is one or more surviving child, at least 50 percent of the compensatibn for lost earnings shall be payable to such child or children, share and share alike,
until such child or Children reach age eighteen;
(ii) if there is no surviving spouse, the compensation payable to any surviving child or children shall be the
amount which would otherwise have been payable to
such surviving spouse; and
(ilili) if a surviving spouse or child is physically or mentally
incapable of self-support, payments shall not lapse until death, or until such spouse or child becomes capable
of self-support.
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220
221
222
223
224

225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
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(3) All compensation or benefits being paid for disability
shall be adjusted annually to reflect increases in the average
weekly wage in the Commonwealth except that such adjustmentis shall not exceed 6 percent in any one year.
(4) Any claimant or either interested party may apply to
the Program to have compensation for actual lost wages
awarded under this section redetermined based upon an increase or decrease in the disability of the harmed individual.
A redetermination concerning any harmed individual may be
requested no more frequently than once each twelve months,
beginning twelve months after the receipt of the initial disabi'lity payment by the harmed individual.

(5) Any individual who recovers damages or compensation
from any other source or person for a disease shall be prohibited from also recovering or seeking the same damages or
compensation in a claim against the Program.
(6) The liability of a person under this section shall not be
used as evidence of the liability of that person to the injured
individual with respect to any Other cause of action, or in any
other legal proceeding, to obtain damages or compensation
234 from such person for any harm or injuries arising from the
235 same incident, transaction, or set of circumstances. However,
236 nothing in this section shall prevent any person from using
237 evidence submitted or considered in the course of any pro238 ceeding under this section in any other legal proceeding.
239
(7) Any individual who violates this section by receipt of
240 prohibited compensation or damages from any source shall be
241 required to reimburse the source for all such sums plus in242 terest, and, if appropriate, the reasonable costs incurred by
243 such source in obtaining the reimbursement. Knowing viola244 tions shall also subject such individual to a fine, up to the
245 amount of the prohibited funds received, plus interest, or one
246 year imprisonment, or both.
(8) No individual filing a claim under this section shall be
247
248 held to have split a cause of action.
(9) No claim may be presented under the Program pur249
-250 suant to this section later than seven years from the date that
251 injury is manifest and the individual by the exercise of due
252 care could have established that the injury may have been
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253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274

caused by exposure to a particular hazardous material released to the environment or from the effective date of this
section.
(10) The administrator shall not be barred from maintaining any action to recover claims paid by the Program so long
as the action was filed within two years after:
(1) the individual’s claim was awarded; and
(2) the administrator by the exercise of due care, could
have identified persons potentially liable under section

275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291

(i) Subrogation Rights.
If the Program pays compensation to any claimant under
this section, the Commonwealth shall be subrogated to all
rights and daims of the claimant to the extent of such compensation, against any persons responsible for the release of
hazardous materials that caused or was a substantial factor
in causing the claimant’s disease. Furthermore, such responsible parties shall be strictly liable to the Program according
to the standards of liability specified by this section for an administrative proceeding. In any such subrogation action, the
rebuttable presumption of this section shall apply, and evidence shall be admissible according to the guidelines of paragraph (f) of this section.
(j) Review of Administrative Decisions
Any determination by the hearing officer under this section shall be considered final agency action for purposes of judicial review. Any party adversely affected by a decision of

5 of this chapter.
(11) Any person who knowingly gives or causes to be given
any false information in connection with any claim shall, upon
conviction, be fined up to $5,000, or imprisoned for up to one
year, or both.
(12) Any claimant seeking damages under this section may
be required to submit to a physical or medical examination,
and such other tests as are reasonable and necessary to determine the validity of the claim. Such examination or tests
shall be performed by a physician or other qualified person
authorized by the administrator, or such other physician or
qualified person as is mutually agreeable to the administrator and the claimant.
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292 the hearing officer may seek review in the Superior Court c
293 the Suffolk by filing an appeal within 60 days after such di
294 dsion.
295
(k) Effect of this Section on 'Common Law Remedies*.
296
This section is not intended to alter preexisting judicial ren
297 edies for property and personal injury damages between ir
298 jured parties and persons resonsiible for a release or threat c
299 release of hazardous materials. Unless a settlement agreemer
300 reached between parties specifies otherwise, claims awarde;
301 and settlements reached under this act db not preclude th
302 pursuit of additional common law or statutory remedies.

1
Section 5. Within 180 days of the effective date of this ac
the
commissioner of the department of public health sha ;
2
3 promulgate, in compliance with chapter thirty A of the gen
4 eral laws, regulations pursuant to section 5A of this chapter
5 No claim shall be assessed by the department of public healii
6 until said regulations have been promulgated.
Section 6. The secretary of administration and finance, to
gether with the commissioner of the department of environ
mental quality engineering, shall transfer as needed, up to tw
and one lialf million dollars per year to the Program fror
bonds authorized and issued after the effective date of thi
act by section 8 of chapter 7 of the acts of 1983 in order t
pay for:
(a) claims against the Massachusetts Hazardous Material
8
Compensation Program;
9
10
(b) the administrative, legal, and other costs to said Pro
11
gram of processing claims, conducting hearings, am
12
adjudicating claims;
(c) the costs to said Program in recovering claims pay
13
14
ments pursuant to subrogation, including witness fee;
15
and court costs incurred during such efforts;
16
(d) other expenses reasonably necessary to the achieve
merit of the purposes of said Program.
17

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

